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The Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs hosted a symposium on the topic 
of the Responsibility to Protect. Dr. Jennifer Welsh1 opened the symposium, providing a historic 
overview of the development of the discourse surrounding the “Responsibility to Protect” and the 
contextual factors which formed its basis for implementation. Subsequently, a panel of three scholars 
from across the AUB community gave short presentations on selected topics within the subject of the 
Responsibility to Protect. 

Welsh opened her address by describing the process of emergent norms that paved the way for the 
eventual formal articulation of the Responsibility to Protect. Its predecessor concept, that of 
humanitarian intervention, as a language of discourse, has existed as a coherent political notion since 
the 19th century in international affairs. The development of positivism in international law, however, 
eventually reduced the acceptability of intervention practices; eventually, by the 20th century, 
intervention by foreign powers was effectively limited to cases of civil war. 

 The formation of the United Nations fundamentally changed the realm of acceptable military 
action. Outside of clearly justified actions in self-defense, the UN Security Council became the only 
body capable of legitimizing military action. The UN, however, adopted a largely non-interventionist 
stance, as respect for state sovereignty was necessary to maintain state membership in the organization. 
Welsh claimed that a fundamental conflict thus existed in the UN Charter: the struggle between respect 
for sovereignty and enforcement of human rights. The desire to reconcile these two conflicting goals 
led to the development of the Responsibility to Protect. 

 The fundamental change that the Responsibility to Protect ushered in was an alteration in the 
nature of discourse surrounding intervention practices. Rather than a “right” that nations are able to 
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exercise, nations hold a “responsibility” toward their own peoples that can devolve to the international 
community in general should the government in question no longer be able to uphold it. From this 
perspective, the inherent contradiction between sovereignty and human rights is resolved, due to the 
fact that coercive external engagement could be legitimatized under this banner. 

 Today, the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) has gained wide consensus, and can no longer be 
considered a solely “Western” concept. By the end of 2015, the UN Security Council had adopted 30 
resolutions or statements regarding R2P, displaying the growing level of acceptability the concept had 
gained within the most influential institution within the UN. Welsh noted a caveat, however: 
resolutions do not offer insight into the level of internalization a norm has managed to achieve. 

 The implementation of R2P has remained selective, but Welsh claims that this is to be expected 
and should not be considered a detracting point from the concept as a whole. First and foremost, R2P is 
consequential rather than deontological; the intricacies of international affairs means it is by no means 
an absolute. Second, consistent intervention is demanding, and implementation is subject to the existing 
dynamics of the UN Security Council. These conditions should be considered separately from the 
concept of R2P itself. 

 The contemporary cases of Libya and Syria both highlighted issues within R2P, though from 
diametrically opposing angles. For example, while the Libyan intervention under UN Resolution 1973 
sparked concerns about the potential for the Responsibility to Protect to be misused for political ends, 
the case of the failure to intervene in Syria raised questions as to whether this emergent norm has 
created too high of expectations that the international community cannot live up to. Ultimately, Welsh 
concluded that costs are incurred both in cases of intervention and non-intervention. 

 Subsequent to Welsh’s speech, a panel on contemporary issues concerning R2P was convened, 
consisting of Dr. Bashshar Haydar, Dr. Tarek Mitri, and Dr. Coralie Hindawi. Initially, Haydar’s2 
contribution to the discussion focused primarily upon the philosophical and psychological issues 
affecting the implementation of R2P. He claims that a systematic bias against intervention is prevalent, 
whereas the reality is that an immense asymmetry between intervention and non-intervention is 
actually the case. This bias is not grounded in moral principles, but rather is based on groundless ideas 
with little merit. 

 Haydar noted the existence of three main asymmetries. First, there is an innate bias that places 
more weight on failed cases of intervention over successful ones. Successful cases of intervention leave 
little trace; indeed, the more successful the intervention, the smaller the trace. Failed cases of 
intervention, conversely, leave massive traces, particularly due to occupation. These cases resonate in 
the minds of policy-makers, informing future policies, far more than successful cases. 

 Second, there is a bias against failed cases of intervention, as they are perceived as specifically 
causing harm, rather than merely not preventing harm from taking place. Thus, the moral responsibility 
for the deaths can be averted by not becoming a party to the conflict, despite the reality that the results 
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may ultimately be the same. Such a moral distinction, when no actual difference in results exists, 
increases the political costs of intervention. 

 Finally, the criteria for success in cases of intervention are much higher than the criteria for 
failure in cases of non-intervention. For example, in a case of intervention, success can only be claimed 
with minimal casualties and rapid achievement of goals. On the other hand, a case of “failure” in a 
situation of non-intervention must be extremely grave: deaths of thousands and utterly unpalatable 
human rights abuses. For example, while the current situation in Libya is, in overall terms, much better 
than that of Syria, we continue to consider the Libyan intervention as a failure. Haydar says that this 
comparison is unjust to make, and displays a clear bias against intervention. 

 Following Haydar, Dr. Tarek Mitri3 reflected on the impact of the Libyan intervention on the 
greater principle of R2P. UN Resolution 1973 was conceived as a triumph for the implementation of 
R2P, but its ultimate effects were undoubtedly far more mixed. Mitri claims that the Libyan 
intervention eventually inflicted grave, irreparable damage to the universalization of the R2P doctrine. 
Today, the shadow of the Libyan intervention hangs over every decision the UN Security Council 
makes on the Syrian conflict. 

 The case of Libya was particularly unique in that the intermediary diplomatic steps that should 
be necessary prior to a military intervention were not invoked. Rather, military measures were utilized 
as the first resort, rather than a last resort. In the Libyan scenario, the motives of morality and 
conventional national interests were happily aligned, substantially lowering the diplomatic and political 
cost for the intervention. 

 To account for these differences between the Libyan and the Syrian scenario, Mitri outlined five 
main factors that determine the likelihood of an intervention in a given scenario: ease of operation, 
interests at stake from major powers, existence of allies on the UN Security Council, complexity of the 
conflict, and actions taken by the regime to dissuade intervention. He concluded that the magnitude of 
atrocities is actually irrelevant in the decision-making process regarding intervention. 

 Finally, Dr. Coralie Hindawi4 explored a conceptualization of “Individual R2P”, an idea 
designed to remedy some of the fundamental deficiencies of the state-based manifestation of R2P that 
has been dominant. The issue of who is the best actor to implement this R2P remains an elusive 
question. To date, the ability to achieve a successful outcome has been central to any claim of 
legitimacy in enforcing this responsibility; Hindawi mentioned that NATO clearly has capabilities that 
surpass any other international or state actor. However, if NATO were to fail, the responsibility would 
fall on the next most capable actor. 

 The alternative paradigm she posits, however, claims that this responsibility cannot be delegated 
to a single actor, but rather falls on all actors simultaneously, and all should contribute as much as they 
are capable. The 2012 report on R2P reinforces this concept by noting that individuals are important 
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actors, and hold responsibility not to participate in crimes that would go against fulfillment of this 
responsibility. For example, in the case of Rwanda, spreading inflammatory news that lead to genocide 
was an act of complicity, and so rebuking false claims could be considered “Individual R2P”. 
Individual responsibility exists in international criminal law, but the Responsibility to Protect has not 
tackled this concept as of yet. Ultimately, Hindawi claims that individuals should be considered as 
another layer of agents in the collective Responsibility to Protect. 


